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Yemeni Arabic transcript: 
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Z&ب وا��ل 5O\ ا&6]��3J زي ا&S:�:ة زي O:ن " V6%1_S�W?14Cا ب WX& . ̂Iاا3J آKا&[اX&ن ا��3J، س5X&ب ا�STأ *-.�
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*e.� اK.-*، ،ه�ع ��e&ا *e." ^I ه:ي ب :%&�.+* ا&Pي... +* ال...  و�e." #5$* اخg4ف ب�ل".:د ا&.�دات وا&4!  
 

English translation: 

 
Y: Yemen is one of the countries that has the most tribal values; I mean it has so many tribes. 
There are a lot of tribes in Yemen. Traditions and customs differ from one tribe to another. I 
mean it’s important that each tribe has something that makes it different from the other tribes. 
People of the plains have features that make them different from the people of the mountains, 
and the people of the mountains are not like the people of the hills or the people of the coastal 
areas. I mean the people of coastal areas, like al-Hudaidah and Aden are different from people of 
the mountains, like people in Sana’a or high regions of Yemen. Every region has its own 
traditions and customs. This also gives, this diversity in customs and traditions, gives 
temperament… I mean it provides a difference …in dress. 
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